Inventory Collection Peter Rühe (each box is of 32 x 34 x 60 cm)

1. 252 DVDs/VCDs on MKG
2. C 167 DVDs/VCDs on India
   A Bundles of old contact prints of 16 images, each bundle containing multiple prints (varying from 11 to 244 in number), in total c.1600 prints 5 x 5 cm
   C 500 Childrens paintings (20 x 30cm - 30 x 40cm) of drawing competition "MKG As I see Him"
3. C 111 DVDs/VCDs on India
4. C 135 Audio CDs on MKG
5. C 101 VHS-Video tapes containing films, footage and TV reports about MKG and India's independence movement
6. C 98 VHS-Video tapes containing films, footage and TV reports about MKG and India's independence movement
7. C 3000 Philatelic items (stamps, first day covers, postcards, …), coins, bills and philatelic literature of MKG from c. 120 countries
   1 box file with
   - Letters (copies) to and about Reginald Reynolds from MKG, 1929-1946
   - 21 pages report by an unknown foreign visitor of MKG
   - Photocopy of the entire Louis Fischer archive
   1 box file about the "Indian Underground Radio", incl. 2 audio cassettes with its programmes (?)
8. C 9 box files with addresses, photos and information with Gandhi institutions in India and abroad
9. C 8 box files with addresses, photos and information with Gandhi institutions in India and abroad
10. C 9 box files with addresses, photos and information with Gandhi institutions in India and abroad
11. C 1 box file (of 8) with the complete photo collection of Kanu Gandhi, c. 2000 modern photographs and c. 4000 repro-negatives
12. C 17 records on MKG
7 old newspapers and magazines (vintage) covering MKG

4 albums each containing a set of c. 1450 numbered repro-negatives of the Kanu Gandhi photo collection
168 commercial prints by Kanu Gandhi of a close-up of Gandhi’s face
C. 2000 copies of a postcard (9 x 13.5cm) produced by Kanu Gandhi for Gandhi’s centenary, depicting Mahatma and Kasturba Gandhi.
79 sets of ten prints (18 x 22cm) from the Kanu Gandhi Collection, each in a green envelope. All photographs show Gandhi with co-workers and associates.
2 copies of Kanu Gandhi’s principal album of his photographs, with captions

7 box files (of 8) with the complete photo collection of Kanu Gandhi, c. 2000 modern photographs and c. 4000 repro-negatives

8 (of 12) box files containing 2142 old and vintage prints of 855 photographic images of Gandhi, 1936-1948, taken informally by Kanu Gandhi, depicting him alone and in groups, various locations:
• 0001-0100: 68 images, 248 old and vintage prints
• 0101-0200: 70 images, 201 old and vintage prints
• 0201-0300: 45 images, 127 old and vintage prints
• 0301-0400: 30 images, 61 old and vintage prints
• 0401-0500: 82 images, 240 old and vintage prints
• 0501-0600: 93 images, 250 old and vintage prints
• 0601-0700: 89 images, 297 old and vintage prints
• 0701-0800: 87 images, 167 old and vintage prints
1 box file with contact prints of all photographs by Kanu Gandhi

4 (of 12) box files containing 2142 old and vintage prints of 855 photographic images of Gandhi, 1936-1948, taken informally by Kanu Gandhi, depicting him alone and in groups, various locations:
• 0801-0900: 86 images, 203 old and vintage prints
• 0901-1000: 77 images, 171 old and vintage prints
• 1001-1200: 65 images, 98 old and vintage prints
• 1201-1339: 63 images, 89 old and vintage prints
5 box files of additional Kanu Gandhi photographs of Gandhi and other subjects, outside the main numbered series:
• S001-S117: 106 images, 165 old prints, 2 original negatives - Additional photographs, chiefly of Gandhi
• MI 001-100: 96 images, 99 old and modern prints, 83 original and repro-negatives
• MI 101-200: 100 images, 100 modern prints (20 x 20cm), 100 original negatives
• MI 201-275: 75 images, 75 modern prints (20 x 20cm), 75 original negatives - Miscellaneous subjects, including Gandhi at public meetings, other public figures including Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan and Vinoba Bhave, groups of people, buildings, documents, public events
• Spinning wheels: 115 images, 115 old prints (7 x 10cm), 42 original negatives (6 x 6cm)- Photographs of charkas (traditional Indian spinning wheels)

15. A

1 box file with captions of Kanu Gandhi's photographs incl. a copy of his original notebook, transcriptions and a CD with images
1 box file with photographs by Kanu Gandhi of miscellaneous personalities: 170 images, 184 vintage and old prints, 60 original negatives - Including images of Gandhi, Chiang Kai-Chek, Rajendra Prasad (two signed), Kaka Kalerlkar (two signed), Jawaharlal Nehru, Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan, Mirabehn, selfportraits of Kanu Gandhi, including some photographs not taken by Kanu Gandhi.
1 box file with blur photographs of Gandhi taken by Kanu Gandhi: 42 images, 44 modern prints (20 x 20cm), 42 original negatives (6 x 6cm)
1 box file with photographs of Vinoba Bhave by Kanu Gandhi: 158 images, 183 old prints, and 2 album covers
1 box file of photographs recording a visit by Kanu Gandhi and family to New Delhi, c.1950, including meetings with Jawaharlal Nehru, Indira Gandhi, and Rajendra Prasad: 103 images, 111 old prints
1 box file of village life by Kanu Gandhi: 10 images, 10 old prints, 10 negatives (6 x 6cm)
1 box file with photographs of Gandhi's school report cards: 19 images, 33 old prints, 19 original negatives (8 x 10.5cm)
1 box file with photographs of Gandhi's visits to the North West Frontier Provinces in 1938 by an unknown photographer (38 modern prints with repro-negatives) and copies of photographs recording a visit by Kanu Gandhi and family to New Delhi,
c.1950, including meetings with Jawaharlal Nehru, Indira Gandhi, and Rajendra Prasad.


17. 5 box files containing modern and old prints of Gandhi; from the Vithalbhai Jhaveri Archive depicting the following stages of Gandhi's life: 1869-1920, 1921-1927, 1928-1930, 1931-1932 (I+II), 1931-1932 (II+IV).

1 box file with a catalogue incl. contact prints of all photographs of the Vithalbhai Jhaveri Archive depicting MKG.

1 box file with a catalogue incl. contact prints of all photographs of the Vithalbhai Jhaveri Archive depicting others than MKG.

18. 7 box files containing modern and old prints of Gandhi; from the Vithalbhai Jhaveri Archive depicting the following stages of Gandhi's life: 1933-1937 (I+II), 1938-1939, 1940-1941, 1942-1943, 1944 (I+II), 1944 (III+IV), 1945.

19. 5 box files containing modern and old prints of Gandhi; from the Vithalbhai Jhaveri Archive depicting the following stages of Gandhi's life: 1946 (I+II), 1947-1948 (I+II), 1947-1948 (III+IV), Miscellaneous (I+II), Miscellaneous (III+IV+V).

1 box file containing modern and old prints from the Vithalbhai Jhaveri Archive depicting various events of Gandhi's life (Salt March, Quit India Movement, Gandhi's Cremation, South Africa, ...).

20. 3 box files containing modern and old prints from the Vithalbhai Jhaveri Archive depicting various documents of Gandhi's life.

4 box files containing modern and old prints from the Vithalbhai Jhaveri Archive depicting various people associated with Gandhi's life.

21. 1 box file containing modern and old prints from the Vithalbhai Jhaveri Archive depicting various people associated with Gandhi's life.

1 box file containing modern and old prints from the Vithalbhai Jhaveri Archive depicting village industries.
1 box file containing modern and old prints from the Vithalbhai Jhaveri Archive depicting village life and people.
3 box files containing modern and old prints from the Vithalbhai Jhaveri Archive depicting photographs of Jawaharlal Nehru and his family.
2 box files containing modern and old prints from the Vithalbhai Jhaveri Archive depicting cartoons associated with Gandhi.

22. 1 box file containing modern and old prints from the Vithalbhai Jhaveri Archive depicting architecture associated with Gandhi.
1 box file containing modern and old prints from the Vithalbhai Jhaveri Archive depicting architecture not directly associated with Gandhi.
1 box file containing modern and old prints from the Vithalbhai Jhaveri Archive depicting miscellaneous motifs.
1 box file containing modern and old prints from the Vithalbhai Jhaveri Archive depicting Rome, Italian architecture, the Aga Khan Palace and ships.
1 box file containing modern and old prints from the Vithalbhai Jhaveri Archive depicting war photographs.
1 box file containing modern and old prints from the Vithalbhai Jhaveri Archive depicting Porbandar.

23. 4 file with c. 300 slides each of the audio visual show “NAMASTÉ – A Journey Across India Following the Footprints of MKG”.
8 slide boxes of c. 100 slides each

24. 1 file with c. 300 slides each of the audio visual show “NAMASTÉ – A Journey Across India Following the Footprints of MKG”.
8 slide boxes of c. 100 slides each
c. 100 audio and video tapes with production material of NAMASTÉ

25. – 30.: 49 box files with c. 4600 modern prints and 1000 repro-negatives of MKG from various sources (Dr. Hermann Kallenbach, Vinoba/Govindan, Counsic Brothers, Jagan Mehta, Homai Vyarawalla, etc.)

25. 7 box files
1 box file with c. 350 addresses and information about photographers of MKG

26. 8 box files
27. 8 box files
28. 8 box files
29. 9 box files
30. 9 box files
31. 1 box file with captions of the "558 selection" of Vithalbhai Jhaveri's photographs of MKG.

- 400 repro-negatives and slides of MKG and 150 modern prints of MKG (10 x 15 cm)
- 130 modern prints of MKG (various sizes)
- 50 repro-negatives of MKG
- 258 large repro-negatives (13 x 18 cm) of MKG's images from the Vithalbhai Jhaveri estate
- 570 small repro-negatives (24 x 36 mm) of MKG's images from the Vithalbhai Jhaveri estate

Two sets of 558 modern prints, A5 size, of Vithalbhai Jhaveri's photographs of MKG incl. captions.

- 28 commercial prints of a stereo-photograph by George Lewis depicting Gandhi spinning, 1931.

8 film reels from the Kanu Gandhi estate
32. A 1 film, Gujarati dance, c. 1960, silent, colour, b/w, 16mm, 2:29 min:sec

A 1 film, Gandhi at Sevagram Ashram and in Mumbai, c. 1942, silent, 8mm, b/w, 2:37

A 1 film, Gandhi at a public meeting and walking with girls and women at an ashram, c. 1939, silent, 8mm, b/w, 2:29

A 1 film, Congress leaders and Gandhi at Maganwadi (Wardha), c. 1939, silent, 8mm, b/w, 2:32

A 1 film, "Vishwa Prem – Vinobaji", Vinoba Bhave's visit to Bhavnagar (Gujarat), 19 September 1959, silent, 16mm, colour, 3:10

A 1 film, Vinoba Bhave's visit to Rajkot (Gujarat), c.1957, silent, 16mm, colour, 2:48 time

A 1 film, "MKG's last Journey", edited sound film, c. 1948, 16mm, b/w, 13:05
A 1 film, Miscellaneous unidentified film strips on a single reel, 16mm
C 1 palm leaf letter to MKG in Malayalam
10 (of 11) box files with photographs from the Jhaveri estate containing 190 old
large-format prints (20 x 30cm - 30 x 40cm), arranged chronologically, as follows:
A 1869-1914: 7 images, 9 modern prints
A 1915-1924: 22 images, 17 old prints, 7 vintage prints
A 1925-1930: 15 prints, 7 old prints, 1 vintage print, 8 modern prints
A 1931-1932: 15 prints, 3 old prints, 13 modern prints
A 1933-1939: 42 Prints, 31 old prints, 12 modern prints
A 1940-1944: 23 prints, 11 old prints, 3 vintage prints, 10 modern prints
A 1945-1946: 20 prints, 9 old prints, 2 vintage prints, 12 modern prints
A 1947-1948: 19 prints, 5 old prints, 16 modern prints
A Nehru: 7 prints
A Miscellaneous: 4 prints
C 50 CDs original and touched scans (jpg + tif) of original photographs of MKG
C 12 CDs Correspondence archive (jpg)
C 5 CDs Newspaper archive (jpg)
C 4 CDs Congress Radio programmes (wav + mp3)
C 56 CDs with various photographs (original scans), research material, films,
C exhibitions, interviews and newspaper articles
C 4 Various paintings and drawings
C 40 photographs of MKG A4 – A3 size
C 45 slides of Vinoba Bhave (from the S.V. Govindan estate)
C c. 300 lose photographs of Vinoba Bhave, Paunar Ashram and associates (from
C the S.V. Govindan estate)
C 100 numbered glass slides (8 x 8cm), produced for a slide show for the Gandhi
C centenary of 1969 by Kanu Gandhi

A A series of 6 (out of 13 folders) containing 467 large format (> 20 x 30cm) old
A and vintage prints of the same images, arranged as follows:
A 0001-0099: 53 images, 133 old prints, 1 vintage print
A 0100-0199: 23 images, 10 old prints, 13 reproductions
A 0200-0299: 15 images, 20 old prints, 1 reproductions
• 0300-0399: 2 images, 2 old prints
• 0400-0499: 31 images, 22 old prints, 10 reproductions, 2 repro-negatives
• 0500-0599: 22 images, 32 old prints, 15 reproductions

34. A series of 7 (out of 13 folders) containing 467 large format (> 20 x 30cm) old and vintage prints of the same images, arranged as follows:
• 0600-0699: 37 images, 49 old prints, 1 vintage print, 31 reproductions
• 0700-0799: 9 images, 5 old prints, 11 reproductions
• 0800-0899: 22 images, 22 old prints, 10 reproductions
• 0900-0999: 10 images, 19 old prints
• 1000-1099: 3 images, 3 old prints, 3 reproductions
• 1100-1199: 2 images, 2 old prints
• 1200-1338: 10 images, 3 old prints, 7 reproductions
• Miscellaneous: 18 images, 6 old prints, 34 reproductions

35. 1 (of 11) box files with photographs from the Jhaveri estate containing 190 old large-format prints (20 x 30cm - 30 x 40cm):
Extra large - Miscellaneous: 11 images, 7 old prints, 1 vintage print, 4 modern prints
35 old large prints of Vinoba Bhave, (29 x 37cm on a 39 x 48cm passepartout)
c. 200 Childrens paintings (A2 size) of drawing competition "MKG As I see Him"

36. 11 sheets (A1 size) of the laminated exhibition “SATYAGRAHA – In Pursuit of Truth”
13 Oil paintings of Gandhi (5, A1), Nelson Mandela (2, A1), Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. (2, A1), HH the Dalai Lama (A1) and Peace (3, A3)

37. 65 books on and by MKG
38. 60 books on and by MKG
39. 16 books on and by MKG, 1 printed poster exhibit “My Life is My Message”, A3 size
40. 48 books on and by MKG
41. 31 books on and by MKG
42. 70 books on and by MKG
43. 37 books on and by MKG, 23 books on India
44. 63 books on and by MKG, 7 books on India, 1 DVD about MKG
45. C. 100 audio cassettes about MKG (Interviews, MKG’s speeches)
30 VHS-Video tapes containing films, footage and TV reports about MKG and India's independence movement
35 Jigsaw puzzles "My Life is My Message" (130 pieces, 28 x 43 cm)
2 photo exhibitions "MAHATMA - Images of M.K. Gandhi" (50 modern prints of 25 x 38 cm) - More
1 photo exhibition "MKG - Travelling by Train" (50 modern prints of 25 x 38 cm) - More
2 photo exhibitions "MKG's Peace March through Bihar - A Photographer's Account" (50 modern prints of 25 x 38 cm)